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June Concert
A spectacular experience for
all involved. An enthusiastic
crowd applauded loudly
between pieces and at the end
of the concert. An oft heard
comment was-this is the best I
ever heard Shirah sing!

Chai Chai Chai
It is much easier to dance to
this music than to sing it.
Dynamically difficult, it evolves
from super fortissimo to super
duper fortissimo. The choir was
so successful at reaching a
never before attained volume
that only on hearing the
recording did they notice that
the soloists were singing along
with them.

Coming Soon
Shirah Charm School will be
holding a day-long retreat at
the JCC. Learn to smile, to sit
and stand properly and to
climb risers. Long black skirts
without slits will be on sale.
Shoemakers will be available
to fix your shoes so you will be
able to stand for hours without
pain.

Merry Marsha
Marsha practices what she preaches.
She smiles at the end of every piece
sung in a concert. This is very
encouraging and creates the
impression that Shirah’s performance
was pleasing. The singers, however,
seem to find smiling as diﬃcult as
looking up. They draw smiley faces in
their music to help them remember. “Smile!”, Marsha tells them.
“If you’re looking sad and somber audiences will think something
is going wrong.”

Flowers for Marilyn and Marsha

Air Air Everywherenot a Drop to Breathe
Despite the many attempts to foil
the habit of breathing nearly
everywhere, Shirah’s conductor,
Marsha, has become more
insistent on maintaining its
absence during key moments. If
she wonders why people
breathe exactly where she
doesn’t want them to she might
consider that those are sure to
be the places where oxygen has
run out, lungs have collapsed
and people are nearing
unconsciousness. It’s a safety
hazard to keep singing
through those places.
Exhortations to breathe
elsewhere are useless as nearly
every other elsewhere is
somewhere where it’s written
don’t breathe.
• Taking a breath is wrong

wrong wrong!
• You can’t breathe there the

2nd time, either.
• If you need a breath there

you need a doctor.
• If you’re not allowed to take

a breath there why would
you take a breath there
when speaking the text!

What have they done with the
missing alto?

Can you recognize this face?
Little did that innocent boy know that some day
he’d be sitting on a piano bench accompanying a
community choir who often sings in languages he
does not know!

In addition to playing the piano Glenn has many
other talents: jokes, original intros often with
Show Biz frills, lessons on vowel formation,
sneaking in the pitch when needed, figuring out
that when Marsha says STOP everyone
should ,including the piano-well, maybe one
measure more.

When Marsha tells Glenn to
play stupid he knows what to
play.
A Glenn aside. Marsha says ‘uh
oh’. Glenn says ‘ho ho’.
Halleluyas to Glenn for his
accompaniment

Glenn did not know he’d be
dispensing advice about the
G’Valt Kiddush as in, “ it’s in one
slurp.”
Or that he’d understand the
words, “Let’s give him one last
hariu!”

Dear Dr. Plotznik,
I have written to you a few times and you’ve given me new ways to look at my problem. Can you help
me with this one? On the other side of the rehearsal room from where I sit is a section whose
behavior I find nerve wracking. Last week I noticed several of them did not have their music in order
and the sound of their shuﬄing pages in their notebooks made me flinch. There is constant
scratching noises of people highlighting their parts which has damaged my ear canal. Two people
hardly sing because one is always asking the other where they are and consequently both are lost
while they are exchanging this information. Furthermore, there is one singer who never stops
commenting on anything that’s going on and lots of people over there laugh but since my ear canal is
damaged I can’t hear the funny stuﬀ. Inevitably, there's someone without a pencil so that the whole
section gets involved in passing one back and forth or looking in their bags for an extra and under
their chairs for the rolling ones that got away. I may have to drug myself to attend rehearsals to
prevent my nerves fraying!

Dear Frayed in NJ,
Your situation is certainly dire. Given your sensitivity to every minute distraction from the other
side of the room, it is a miracle that you can sing a note yourself during the rehearsals, as your
attention is so focused on every detail of every annoyance. Fortunately, there are a couple of
possible solutions to give you much-needed relief.
You might derive great satisfaction in noting, in exquisite detail, the exact oﬀenses of each annoying
person, and sending them individual notes expressing your frustration and upset, along with helpful hints
about how they can improve their behavior. They might be grateful for your suggestions... or they might
make your life in Shirah a nightmare. So think it over carefully before you act.
The next possibility is for you to turn your chair at an angle so you cannot see that section. You would
actually be able to pay attention to your own music and the conductor instead. A simplistic solution, but
it might just work! Listening to the sound of your own voice singing should drown out any scratching
sounds of other people using their noisy pencils.
The last possibility is to take your own advice and use drugs. Lots of really powerful drugs. That’s a
solution that will likely make you and everyone around you very happy.

Dr.P

MARSHISMS
Your eyeballs are not going to sing the music.
Pulling up your socks won’t help.
Put your pencil in your ear and turn it.
I really appreciate the crescendo but not the inadvertent decrescendo when half the sopranos
dropped out.
Two demerits: You rested too soon AND took a breath!
You’d think you were going to be paid more the way you are stuck to your music.
Sopranos, you’re yodeling. Leave the goatherd somewhere else.
Do it for the knockers who will be there.
We’re perilously close.
How did you get lost? You just sang it six times!
If every note was an egg we’d have a scrambled mess on our hands.
The altos have the tune, thank god.
An exultant rest, a fortissimo rest-muster everything! You don’t get extra credit for coming in
early.
Sopranos, don’t be reveille!
This Lewandowski piece was written for a Frum Christian.
That chord’s a surprise! To the AUDIENCE, not you!
You sound like you’re annoyed I asked you to sing. You don’t like that measure?
Someone found a mistake that wasn’t.
The road to lu lu was strewn with catastrophes.
You can’t say ear, say ir.
Why aren’t you looking up when you are singing la la? Even the audience already knows it.
The altos have the tune and that’s important and who did this arrangement?
It’s no big deal to do it 7 times! it’s doing it once!
Pretend you have your music in order.
You’re warming up and you’re still looking in your music!

B’dameinu Chayii
It started months ago. In B’sha-arayich Y’rushalayim the words ‘b’damenu
chaii” appear at the end of the sections and are repeated three times in the
coda, each time increasing in volume. They are very
important words. Marsha explained their importance
many times, emphasizing their power, conjuring up
images of flesh and blood week after week with
increasing enthusiasm. Soon
people were nervously awaiting
the week’s bloody reference.
Scary images blossomed in their
imaginations…

nostalgia

Praesent integer leo orci
aliquam, nibh a. Diam

Guest singers Cantors Ronit Hanan and David
Perper join Shirah for a performance in
Englewood,NJ. A good time was had by all.

Why we Can’t Stop
DO RE MI FA SOL LA TI…
Waiting for the DO? Give it up if
you’re in Shirah. It my not be
coming; or it may-but in 15 minutes.
While you are intensely involved in
the music and singing with fervor you
will probably hear the word STOP!
Clearly, it was not the best moment to
get invested in the musical line which
is now ruined. Your frustration quota
is peaking. You had been aiming for
that ‘goal’ that Marsha so often refers
to. You didn’t make it and you
feel bad.

Why we Can’t Go on
After several stops you can hardly
remember how the piece continues.
Now you will be starting out
expecting another stop unaware that
this time you are actually going on.
Had you finally figured not to bother
to turn the page???? Woe woe to you.
Marsha will be very annoyed and
yell, “Why did you stop?”
After reading this article it is to be
hoped that our conductor realizes
that she started the stopping despite
how ill it makes everyone feel and
now her choir is in need of
continuation medication.

Seriously? You can’t turn oﬀ your phone?

It was a long tiring walk in the JCC
parking lot by the time the bear came over
the mountain he did not come to rehearse.

Dear Editor,
I was very disappointed that your
choir did not sing any Yiddish songs.
Yiddish is my mother tongue and it is
a sublime joy to hear it in any form.
Och and vey!
Yankel

Dear Editor,
I was thrilled that you did not sing
any Yiddish songs. I did not have to
spend the time trying to figure out if
you were really singing Yiddish or
some Pashtun dialect.
Good work.
Moshe
Dear Editor,
I’ve been attending your concerts for
years. This last one was remarkable
for its restrained cleavage and
moderate bling factor; my eyes did
not feel irritated.
Juwelie
Dear Editor,
Love your newsletter!
Anonymous

Membership Positives
Shirah has about 30 members. At any time there may be a
few people absent from rehearsal because of a broken leg,
replaced knee, flu or laryngitis. No one really wants to be
out. There might be rugelach! Also, their section might miss
them. Of course, one could watch the streaming rehearsal
but that can be lonely. No one to comment to.
Good friendships and communal bonding is part of the
Shirah experience. Sharing simchas is heart warming.
Sharing tzuris is also heart warming. End of rehearsal
announcements are stirring. There are 2 inspirational
speechifiers, one of whom has been known to declare: I’m
not saying this more than once! Why? The Shirah M.O. is
that everything must be said many times and still there is
always someone who has never heard it before. It’s amazing
to realize that people don’t figure out that practicing their
music at home is key. This is why members need to be
reminded of this decade after decade.

Correspondence from the Chanukah issue Dec. 2017

Loved the bimboms Very engaging newsletter. I would imagine that anyone
who reads how you present the group would want to join it.
Dear Dr. Plotznik,
I am writing in answer to the person who claims that old people
don’t like to bababim. I am an old lady who loves to bababim and I
was at the wonderful Shirah Lights concert. I was sitting next to a
young man whose mother is in the choir and who has a lovely voice.
I, unfortunately have no voice, nor have I ever had one. I didn’t
want to throw him off by bimming when I should have been bamming, so
I sang very low. In fact he claimed he didn’t even hear me. It is
entirely possible that other old people are as considerate as I am
and therefore do not raise their (lousy) voices when bim bamming. .
I certainly hope this clears up any confusion and exonerates us old
people.
Sincerely,
Loves to sing but can’t

That L.A. reviewer is funny. Talented, heart warming, clever and interesting. I
did laugh many times.,
Fabulous edition. Funny of course, hitting the right notes (!) of the
Shirah experience. And meaningful, too, especially given the L.A.
reviewer’s humorous and gracious "Fake Review."
Page 4 is special, because it captures who we are. Marshaisms...we
all love to laugh at these, and Dr. Plotznik offered particularly sage,
tongue-in-cheek advice.
So, congratulations! You did it again!! Thanks!!!
Laughed my way through. Thanks! Read the L.A.’s piece to Joseph
(Jewish Standard columnist), after which Joseph said, “he knows how
to write!”

